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Pornography is a highly expedient, effective as well as affecting, cultural practice to consider the phenomena 

of post-national identities in Europe today. Nowhere is this more evident than in what Cervulle and Roberts 

have termed gay ethnic pornography: “a term widely used in French gay sexual culture to designate the 

particular genre of porn involving non-white men.” As part of this phenomenon French, German, Czech, 

and Swedish pornographic film production companies contributed to this genre with numerous films that 

have been produced in Europe and S.W.A.N.A. regions. Pioneering examples of French gay ethnic porno-

graphy inspired other Western European and US-based filmmakers and porn film companies to focus on 

the sub-genre of gay ethnic pornography. Following France, two pornographic film production companies 

based in Germany produced the examples of gay ethnic pornography between Turkey and Germany. As to 

date, there has been no systematic study of the gay ethnic pornography produced in Turkey. My research 

will argue that this cross-cultural exchange in Germany has been a central element in shaping the represen-

tation of gay ‘other’ in the last 30 years. To this end, this paper will engage in both archival and critical 

analysis of these productions. 
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